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Abstract: In this paper, we have generalized the lexicographic product of 
(i) twopathsP_m andP_n. 
(ii) a pathP_m and a cycle C_n. 
(iii) two cyclesC_m andC_n. 
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Introduction: The product of graphs was discussed 
by W.Imrich and S.Klavzar [1]. The cartesian product 
was first shown by Sabidussi [2] and independently 
by Vizing [3]. The lexicographic product of two 
graphs was first defined by Hausdorff [4]. In this 
paper, we have generalized the lexicographic product 
of 
(i) twopaths��and� . 
(ii) apath��and a cycle! . 
(iii) twocycles!� and! . 
Definition:1.1 
Cartesian product of two graphs 
Let "# =  (%#, &#) and"' =  (%', &')be two graphs. 
The cartesian product of two graphs is denoted 
by" = "# × "' and is the graph with the vertex set 
%(") = %("#) × %("')and the edge set E(G) defined 
by 
& = {((#,)#)((',)')/(# = (',)#)' 

∈ &("')(+,))# = )',(#(' ∈ &("#)}. 
Definition:1.2 
Lexicographic product of two graphs 
Let "# = (%#,&#) -./ "' = (%',&') be two graphs. The 
lexicographic product of two graphs is denoted 
by" = "# ⊙1 "'and is the graph with the vertex set 
%(") = %("#) × %("')and the edge set E(G) defined 
by 

& = {((#,)#)((',)')/(#(' ∈ &("#) 
 (+,)  (# = (',)#)' ∈ &("')}. 

If we omit the condition)# = )',(#(' ∈ &("#) from 
the cartesian product, the lexicographic product is 
got. 
 
 

1. Lexicographic product of two paths 
Theorem: 1.1 
The lexicographic product of any two paths��and� , 
for any m and n has the vertex set V with mn vertices 
and the edge set E which is partitioned into two 
sets&#and&', & = {&#,&'} such that the edge set 
&#corresponds to the condition that 
{((#,)#)((',)')} ∈ &if(#(' ∈ &("#) 
of the lexicographic product definition with 

|&#| = (2 − 1).' 4+, �� ⊙1 �  
= (. − 1)2' 4+, � ⊙1 �� 

and the edge set &' corresponds to the condition that 
{((#,)#)((',)')} ∈ & 
if(# = (', then )#)' ∈ &("') of the lexicographic 
product definition with 

|&'| = 2(. − 1)  4+, �� ⊙1 �  
        = .(2 − 1) 4+, � ⊙1 �� 

Further, if m=n, then the vertex set of the 
lexicographic product has .' vertices and the number 
of its edges is |&#| + |&'|. 
Proof: 
Consider the lexicographic product of the paths �� 
and �  and let the lexicographic product be �� ⊙1 � . 
Let ((5 ,)6) denote the vertices in the lexicographic 

product �� ⊙1 � , then �� ⊙1 �  consists of the 

vertex set  % = {7(5 ,)68, 1 ≤ : ≤ 2, 1 ≤ ; ≤ .} so that 

|V| = mn. 
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If the vertices are arranged in a way of array as shown in fig.1, then the vertex (��, �) is adjacent to all the 
vertices in the second row and the vertex (�!, �) is adjacent to all the vertices in the third row and so on.
Likewise (�"#�, �) is adjacent to the vertices (�" , �), (�" , !)………(�" , $). Counting all these edges which 
are satisfying the condition that {(��, �)(�!, !)} ∈ &if ���! ∈ &('�)of lexicographic product definition,  
we get 

|&�| = (( − 1)*! 
Next we apply the condition {(��, �)(�!, !)} ∈ &if �� = �!, then  � ! ∈ &('!) of lexicographic product 
definition. In the first row, the first vertices (��, �) 
and(��, !) are same. Therefore, there is an edge between  �and  !.Likewise, there are (n-1) edges in the first 
row.Proceeding in this way, we get the number of edges in all the rows|&!| = ((* − 1). 
Hence the number of edges in the lexicographic product of +" ⊙- +$is 
|&�| + |&!| = (( − 1)*! +((* − 1). 
If we interchange m and n, we obtain|&�| = (* − 1)(! 
|&!| = *(( − 1) 
for the number of edges in the lexicographic product +$ ⊙- +" 
|&�| + |&!| = (* − 1)(! + *(( − 1). 
If m = n, the number of edges for +$ ⊙- +$ is|&�| + |&!|  =  *(* − 1)(* + 1). 
Illustration:1.2 
Consider the paths+/and +0. Let the lexicographic product of the paths be +/ ⊙- +0 . If V is the vertex set 
and& = {&�,&!} is the edge set, then the lexicographic product of the paths +/ ⊙- +0 consists of 12 vertices and 
41 edges as shown in fig.2. 
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2. Lexicographic product of a path and a cycle 
Theorem: 2.1 
The lexicographic product of a path ��and the cycle 
 ! has the vertex set V with mn vertices and the edge 
set E which is partitioned into two sets "# and"$," =
{��,� } such that the edge set ��corresponds to the 
condition that {(!�,"�)(! ," )} ∈ �if !�! ∈ �($�) of 
the lexicographic product definition with 

|��| = (% − 1)'  )*+ ,- ⊙/ 01 
= % ' )*+ 01 ⊙/ ,- 

and the edge set �  corresponds to the condition that 
{(!�,"�)(! ," )} ∈ � 
if !� = ! , then "�" ∈ �($ )} of the lexicographic 
product definition with 

|� | = %'  )*+ ,- ⊙/ 01 
                   = (% − 1)' )*+ 01 ⊙/ ,- 

Further, if m=n, then the vertex set of the 
lexicographic product has '  vertices and the number 
of its edges is 
|��| + |� | = '2)*+ ,- ⊙/ 01 

                 = '(' + ' − 1))*+ 01 ⊙/ ,- . 
Proof: 
Consider the lexicographic product of the path ,- 
and the cycle 01. Let (!3 ,"4) denote the vertices in the 

lexicographic product ,- ⊙/ 01, then ,- ⊙/ 01 

consists of the vertex set  5 = {6!3 ,"47, 1 ≤ 9 ≤ %, 1 ≤
: ≤ '} so that |V| = mn. 
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If the vertices are arranged in a way of array as shown 
in fig.3for �� ⊙� ��, then the vertex ( !,"!) is 
adjacent to all the vertices in the second row and the 
vertex  ( #,"!) is adjacent to all the vertices in the 
third row and so on. 
Likewise  ( �$!, "!) is adjacent to the vertices  
( � ,"!), ( � ,"#)………( � ,"�). Counting all these 
edges which are satisfying the condition that 
{( !,"!)( #,"#)} ∈ &if  ! # ∈ &('!)of lexicographic 
product definition, we get the lexicographic product 
�� ⊙� ��having the number of edges in &! as 

|&!| = (( − 1)*# 
Next we apply the condition {( !,"!)( #,"#)} ∈ &if 
 ! =  #, then "!"# ∈ &('#) of lexicographic product 
definition. In the first row, the first vertices ( !,"!) 
and( !,"#) are same. Therefore, there is an edge 
between "!and "#. Likewise, there are (n-1) edges in 

the first row. Proceeding in this way, we get the 
number of edges in all the rows 

|&#| = (*. 
Hence the number of edges in the lexicographic 
product of  �� ⊙� ��is 

|&!| + |&#| = (( − 1)*# +(*. 
If m = n, we obtain the lexicographic product 
�� ⊙� ��with*+edges. 
 
Illustration:2.2 
Consider the path �+  and the cycle �,. Let the 
lexicographic product of the path and the cycle 
�+ ⊙� �,. If V is the vertex set and & = {&!,&#} is the 
edge set, then the lexicographic product of the path 
and the cycle�+ ⊙� �, consists of 12 vertices and 44 
edges as shown in fig.4. 

 
 
Similarly,consider the lexicographic product of the 
cycle�� and the path�� . 

Let ( - ,".) denote the vertices in the lexicographic 

productof�� ⊙� ��, then �� ⊙� �� consists of the 

vertex set  0 = {1 - ,".2, 1 ≤ 4 ≤ (, 1 ≤ 5 ≤ *} 
so that |V| = mn. 

 
 
If the vertices are arranged in a way of array as shown in fig.5,then the vertex ( !,"!) is adjacent to all the 
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vertices in the second row and the vertex  (��, !) is 
adjacent to all the vertices in the third row and so on. 
Likewise  (�"#!,  !) is adjacent to the vertices  
(�" , !), (�" , �)………(�" , $). Counting all these 
edges which are satisfying the condition that 
{(�!, !)(��, �)} ∈ &if�!�� ∈ &('!)of lexicographic 
product definition, we get  

|&!| = (�). 
Next we apply the condition {(�!, !)(��, �)} ∈ &if 
�! = ��, then  ! � ∈ &('�) of lexicographic product 
definition. In the first row, the first vertices (�!, !) 
and(�!, �) are same. Therefore, there is an edge 
between  !and  �. Likewise, there are (n-1) edges in 
the first row. Proceeding in this way, we get the 
number of edges in all the rows 

|&�| = (( − 1)). 

Hence the number of edges in the lexicographic 
product of  +$ ⊙- ."is 

|&!| + |&�| =(�)+ (( − 1)). 
If m = n, then the number of edges in 
thelexicographic product ." ⊙- +$ 

|&!| + |&�|= )()� + ) − 1). 
 
Illustration:2.3 
Consider the cycle+/ and the path.0. Let the 
lexicographic product of the cycle and the 
path+/ ⊙- .0. If V is the vertex set and & = {&!,&�} is 
the edge set, then the lexicographic product of the 
path and the cycle+/ ⊙- .0 consists of 12 vertices and 
44 edges as shown in fig.6. 

 

 
3. Lexicographic product of two cycles 
Theorem: 
The lexicographic product of any two cycles+"and  
+$ has the vertex set V with mn vertices and the edge 
set E which is partitioned into two sets &!and&�,  
& = {&!,&�}such that the edge set &!corresponds to 
the condition that {(�!, !)(��, �)} ∈ &if �!�� ∈

&('!) of the lexicographic product definition with 
|&!| = ()� 234 +" ⊙- +$. 
= )(� 234 +$ ⊙- +" . 

and the edge set &� corresponds to the condition that 
{(�!, !)(��, �)} ∈ & 

if �! = ��, then  ! � ∈ &('�)} of the lexicographic 
product definition with 

|&�| = ()  234 +" ⊙- +$. 
        = )( 234 +$ ⊙- +" . 

Further, if m=n, then the vertex set of the 
lexicographic product has )� vertices and the number 
of its edges is |&!| + |&�|. 
Proof: 
Consider the lexicographic product of the cycles 
+"and+$. Let (�5 , 6) denote the vertices in the 

lexicographic product +" ⊙- +$, then +" ⊙- +$ 
consists of the vertex set  � = {(��, ��), 1 ≤ � ≤ �, 1 ≤

� ≤ �} so that |V| = mn. 
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If the vertices are arranged in a way of array as shown 
in fig.7, then the vertex (��, �) is adjacent to all the 
vertices in the second row and the vertex  (�!, �) is 
adjacent to all the vertices in the third row and so on. 

Likewise  (�"#�,  �) is adjacent to the vertices  
(�" , �), (�" , !)………(�" , $). Counting all these 
edges which are satisfying the condition that 
{(��, �)(�!, !)} ∈ &if ���! ∈ &('�)of lexicographic 
product definition, we get 

|&�| = ()! 

Next we apply the condition {(��, �)(�!, !)} ∈ &if 
�� = �!, then  � ! ∈ &('!) of lexicographic product 
definition. In the first row, the first vertices (��, �) 
and(��, !) are same. Therefore, there is an edge 
between  �and  !. Likewise, there are (n-1) edges in 
the first row. Proceeding in this way, we get the 
number of edges in all the rows. 

|&!| = (). 

Hence the number of edges in the lexicographic 
product of  *" ⊙, *$is 

|&�| + |&!| = ()! +(). 

If we interchange m and n, we obtain 

|&�| = )(! 

|&!| = )( 

for the number of edges in the lexicographic product 
*$ ⊙, *" 

|&�1| + |��2| =  !��
2
+  !��. 

If m = n, then  the number of edges in the 
lexicographic product �� ⊙� �� to be 
|��1| + |��2|  =  �2(� + 1). 
Illustration:3.2 
Consider the cycles�3and�4. Let the lexicographic 

product of the cycles be �3 ⊙� �4. If V is the vertex set 

and � = {�
1
, �2} is the edge set, then the lexicographic 

product of the paths �3 ⊙� �4 consists of 12 vertices 

and 60 edges as shown in fig.8. 
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Conclusion: In this paper, we have  generalized the lexicographic product of 
(i) two paths �� and��. 
(ii) a path�� and a cycle ��. 
(iii) two cycles �� and ��.
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